TWYFORD ST MARY’S C of E PRIMARY SCHOOL
Sycamore Class Weekly Newsletter
Week beginning: Monday 11th March
Core subjects

This half term our topic is: Lights, Camera, Action!
I am pleased to announce that Sycamore
Class have earned their warm fuzzy
treat, which will be on Tuesday afternoon
this week! We will be sharing our ‘Oz’
stories with each other in a whole class
story time. Then, we will be watching the
film, ‘The Wizard of Oz’.
Miss Etheridge

Maths - This week we are learning about interpreting and
presenting statistics.
Literacy - This week we are writing pitches to persuade Mrs
Beckett to award our chosen films a BAFTA!




What you can do at home
Can they help you to add items together whilst in the
supermarket? Can they round a shopping receipt?
What different graphs or tables do you have in your house?
What are they used for? What do they tell us and how do we
use this data? (E.g. food packets, books).

Home Learning - Please complete at least three of the tasks from the tic-tac-toe grid over this
half term. Home learning is marked on a Monday.
Practise threading a needle
and sewing in running
stitch to create a simple
design on fabric.

Use an artistic medium of
your choice to illustrate
an important scene from a
film.

Design a new film
poster for Harry Potter
or The Wizard of Oz
(stage or screen).

Design a costume for a
character with detailed
labels to explain your
creative choices.

Write a detailed review of
your favourite film. Can
you structure your review
using P.D.D?

Create a word search
from scientific
electricity vocabulary,
e.g. circuit, switch,
conductor.

Create a flip-book
animation.
https://www.bbc.com
/bitesize/clips/zxyxrdm

Use IMDB (with permission
from an adult) to find out
how much 3 movies cost to
make and how much revenue
they made. Which one made
the most profit?

Create an electrical
safety poster to be
displayed either at
home or in the
classroom.

Spellings – This week spellings will follow the tious pattern. Now we have learnt all common
exception words for Y3/4, the words on the spelling test each week will be a mixture of commonly
misspelt words from the children’s writing.

ambitious
cautious
fictitious
infectious
nutritious
conscientious

because
went
walked
people
laugh
before

